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ABSTRACT

Amphibious aircraft as an alternative mode of transportation to accelerate connections between
small islands without building ground runway infrastructure. Amphibious aircraft floater is one of
the important technological components that supports aircraft takeoff at sea. For that reason, the
floater must be designed that is strong, effective and safe in the operation of amphibious aircraft.
In this paper, the prediction method begins with selecting the heave and pitching data from the
model test when float model experienced porpoising. These data is then used to calculate those
coupled forces that act on the float structure which made from composite material. By knowing
those forces the principal stresses that act on the structure also can be calculated. Therefore the
stress time history on the float structure can be obtained. This stress time history is then applied to
Palmgren – Miner formula that based on SN-Curve of the composite material to predict the life of
the composite float. From this study it is found that the fatigue life of the floats is approximately
11 years with the assumptions of the seaplane experiencing takes off 4 hours daily.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many areas in Indonesia are difficult to

reach by air transportation facilities, especially in

small islands. In order to build infrastructures

that are adequate and feasible airports   high costs

are needed. In general, compared to building an

conventional airport it is much easier and

cheaper to get a location to build an airport for

amphibians that called amphiport. In relation to

that the need for amphibious aircraft is very

feasible for Indonesia's conditions.

This paper presents a method to predict

fatigue failure of composite seaplane float due to

the porpoising motion by applying model test

data   into the strength of material analysis with

application of Palmgren – Minner Formula. An

Seaplane N – 219A is selected as a case

study which presented on Figure 1.

Fig 1. An Seaplane N – 219A is selected as
a case study [7]

Application of this formula to the

random varying loads is a continuation

study of a method used in Nugroho et al [4]

on predicting the fatigue life of mooring

lines, Nugroho et al [8] also presented a

same method to predict the fatigue life for
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the wooden hull structure of the outboard motor

boat. Where the fatigue life of wooden hull

structures of the outboard motorboat due impact

loads of the porpoising can be predicted by

applying cumulative - damage rules. In Mujahid

et al [2]   used also the Palmgren – Minner

Formula to predict a fatigue life of the rudder

stock due to the ship roll motion at random sea

wave.

2. THEORY

The prediction method begins with

selecting the heave and pitching data from the

model test when float model experienced

porpoising. These data is then used to calculate

those coupled forces that act on the float

structure which made from composite material.

The heave and pitch coupled motion of a

high-speed craft without any excitation can be

expressed by following equation [8],̈̈ + ̇̇ +

= 00 (1)

where z denotes displacement of heave, θ

denotes angle of pitch. The coefficient Iij, Bij

and Cij are the inertia coefficients included

added mass Aij, damping coefficients and

restoring force coefficients in direction i due to

motion in the direction j, (i,j= 3, 5: 3 and 5

denote direction of heave and pitch motions.

This equation above is used to calculate

the forces that act on the floats of the seaplane.

Then the maximum principal stress can be

calculated using the following formula [3];

= ± +
(2)

Where , , and stress in x , y

direction

This stress time history is then

applied to Palmgren – Miner formula that

based on SN-Curve of the composite

material to predict the life of the

composite float.

If ni is the number of cycles

corresponding to the ith block of constant

stress amplitude ai in a sequence of m

blocks, and if Nfi is the number of cycles

to failure at ai, then the Palmgren Miner

damage rule state that failure occur when,





m

i fi

i

N
n

1

1

(3)

3. EXPERIMENTAL SET - UP

Free-floating test of floater is to

know the drag of floater when running at

various speed. In addition, the amount of

heave at the bow and the stern should be

known to see the phenomenon of pitching

from the floater and when porpoising

effects will begin. For this reason, a

measurement system is designed and

shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3.  Design of free-floating test of floater

In Figure 3. The floater is connected to

the carriage through a lever that measuresthe

resistance through a six-balance transducer. In

the front and rear sides, two towing guides are

installed to keep the floater moving in one

direction but free at vertical axis (heave). Two

heave sensors for measuring trim are used

potentiometers at a certain distance on the front

and rear sides. In Figure 4 shows  float model

test at  Laboratory For Hydrodynamics

Technology (BTH), BPPT, Indonesia.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This hull bottom of floats frequently

object of the cyclic loads resulted from the

porpoising motion, and this cyclic stresses can

make physical damage to the composite

material. When stresses although below

the composite ultimate strength, the

microscopic damage can accumulate with

continued cycling until it develops into a

delamination.  Delamination is a mode of

failure where a material fractures into

layers. Palmgren - Miner cumulative

damage rule is a simple criterion for

predicting the extent of fatigue damage

induced by a particular block of constant

amplitude cyclic stresses, in a loading

sequence consisting of various blocks of

different stress amplitudes, and the rule

can also be  applied on the calculation for

composite structures.

Fig. 5. Two common shapes of hull
bottom of float.

To obtain stress time history,

equation (2) was applied in combination

of equation (1) based on data

measurement of heave and pitch from the

towing tank. To make the stress

calculation simple a cross section type of

un-flared hull bottom was selected (see

Figure 5).

Fig. 4. A float model test at Laboratory For
Hydrodynamics Technology (BTH)
BPPT, Indonesia.
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Fig. 5. Simplified Free body diagram force from
heave motion.

Fig. 6. Simplified Free body diagram moment
from pitching motion.

The simplified free body diagram of force

and moment acting on the model floater is

presented on the Figure 5 and 6 respectively.

Based on Euler – Bernoulli beam approximation

the stresses that occurred on the floater can be

calculated.

A maximum stress σxh from heave force

F is calculated from equation below;σ = (4)

A maximum stress σxp from pitch

moment Mp is calculated from equation below ;= (5)

Where Z is section modulus of floats.

An average shear stress τ from heave

force is calculated from equation below;= (6)

Where A is section area of floats.

The time history of the stress with

the marine structure safety factor of 5 [1]

that working on the floats are calculated

using equation (2) with assumption that

σy is zero and the results presented on the

Figure 7 below:

Fig. 7.  Time history of principal maximum
stress on the float

The fatigue life prediction can be

calculated by knowing the fatigue

characteristic of the material composite of

the floats. The typical S-N Curve of the

composite material are presented on

Figure 6.

Based on the S- N curve the

composite material continue to degrade

(no threshold value). The stress limit of

the 108 cycles can be approximated as a

normal threshold for the composite

material [10].   From this value a number

of occurrence of the higher stress than this

limit can be constructed.

To applied the Palgram-Miner rule

using the maximum stresses are grouped

in to 6 stress blocks. From these blocks of

stress amplitude the life of the floats can

be calculated. Table 1 shows the fraction
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of life for the float composite material in every

stress block.

Fig. 6. S-N plot of glass fibre-epoxy laminate
obtained from high-speed and low-speed
fatigue tests. (Stress ratio: R = -1) [9].

Table1. The fraction of life for the float
composite material in every stress block.

As presented on Figure 7 the time history

as the repeated loading assumed have duration of

33 seconds. The total fraction of life is 1.08 x 10-

6 Hz. To make this fraction of life to be unity the

33-second cyclic load time has to be multiplied

by 1/(1.08 x 10-6). This corresponds to

11.66139574 years with the assumptions of the

seaplane experiencing takes off 4 hours daily.

5. CONCLUSION

From this study it is found that the fatigue

life of the floats is approximately 11.5 years with

the assumptions of the seaplane experiencing

takes off 4 hours daily.

Finally, this simple method of

calculation can be used for approximation

the strength, lifetime and size of composite

seaplane float structural components.
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